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As Curiosity Be

How recently manages those collect
   ontologies.  Sweet music, down-
cast by window, shapes of
(snarl) heroism—chance that move
   opera here.  Survival, all placid.

As pickaxe is on time theatre, someone
   on dustcover,
   where appliance with let to recant
if engine slouch?

Whom particle bongo’s person, that
colorful vast, the proportion
   of steam that times top
   and bottom, upstart hastens remove.
Derange simulcast—
what stick encloses fortnulaic past.



Scrape Steel

However the flight are raise, didn’t ask
on what for tenn was capture alive.

Material suction, hole toward that point.

The excel no marginalize, straight forward
however that soft spare shoes.

Certain dictions wortu angels and
wear into clot surplus melody.

Shock feed an arousal of context.
His critic for his recall.

Memory to open if placard that gas.

Improvident that of one or as other,
that is weeped voyage, that hero,

if is to one.

Nurse concomitant downcast fire
of wall, that’s summons terrify.

Any other place starts here with
a follow up.  Endless street, whom

think of it, a fuse on durable tell
to be that one.



Assurance

Dense fold of the curiosity—
   gathers at theatre ocean trial, any rule
      foreign music has the idea,
we’ll chop and flutter.

Deceit and mismanagement of optional, a
   lighting blotted out play tones, fewer
   the tonic vast inotion serpentine, road
of ice.  Craft window shark, in one
texture fabric endure lugbolt struck.

Merciless in house field,
whom style stretch—less and less,
     the emotional factory ridden soak.  Take it sloth.
Movement bard line traction, your requires
     the simplest didn’t event look over.

Impartial each weed street cries staying.

Carom disperses and fewer the emotion
jaunty very block and strut,
     variable kiss like that story.



Bitten Hot Those to Roll

Big feet hands those rules the
closest at play.  Ripe to serve than
   intersection are in cartoon. Where
deification, marginal is
dropped.

New listed hurdles those out of caliber,
day to self, that
         relays from hurried portents.
   The consciousness spreads as if
advanced poison—there’s knock that
biology—the reason
              not so cure.

     Exact exacerbate twice that future
     hurdles the brow any duplicity
the sharp valence tells to you
that ygracheffe oblique eastern plate,
     conifer magic visitation no walk
furor those copious recast century.
Lag to listen on first flock to the chancellor,
   human ocean
                where that idiom attenuate are
later than overcast importunity’s twine.



Motion Preoccupy Facility Aim

Typically is loan shade, versatile that once greatest
     nucleus.

Personality that’ll repeat
rescue and remit, person and livid called the scrap.

Deem story of ache is excite, is record all those
      all people yard scene,
crone duck pushover full cut reason,
   humidity.

That is please face type of arch,
role of cover up, thick to tell attracts jersey, pleasure,
   of once coolest, and fights around
at a critical message, thick lion.

Reasons cultivate passages of duck tape through
hid back down,
   attain of coincides than written from shove and cry.
Starts to forget.  Which place reverts, has
      got that message wondered at and
soft shape, that is document—a status increment
of flattened shade.

Wilt fuse as all convene for warm gaggle,
         (precise—repeat or chance) any
cropped servant warm silk house,
please hold
         crick in blend, a companion scream.

Ice hold option, trellis better though
overshot (you escape) rhythm
at is of if had ferrite demeanor on
terrifies thin remoteness, need for
   scramble is friday.



Return Rhythm Country On

Displace an integral big day for
cried at thick.

Power at mention, teevee any courted
situation begs the difference, that
leans where? —nowhere in this plastic
         furnished, line
mulch changes. This tool forum
   precisely react to woman—song
anywhere at possible blast furnace.

Hooky fritters no school.  Read homer
fires.  On early morning, adjusts
triad of arm and elbow.

     Furnace identify a casual flight.
One told at manifold, don’t as that
replace from suitcase-flutter dance.

This fuse replicates motion wherever
gains greet gizzards.  One core cookery
     the function whom midshift
   regains balance, remembers funk
frequency of material, remembers with
     car and abound sirens, they’ll
   reap motion (list).

   Now and hoist per chance
news alliterate—wire scrooge, there’s
     mild news of fixture explains,
truck, truck, highrise.



Mr Talker Walker

Are as didn’t happen, approve sever
   onto is correct vocabulary eighty-one,
     Rode and that west unit outer lionize,
wiggle or result in.

Talk and reason about is many from
bidex, crease
is no large division, all as of relate is
   say there now as crone reduce.
   That’s reward frustrate is ego-driven.

At some point
   lasted, only
   identify which until channels overkill.
No belief then but.

     Ratiocinate is twoness think offers a,
insulated field, elbow forgot dictionary
   Are you card is wend about.

On the next week, slash unfurl is
thing think only a envelope was talk
above ear.  Sound downtime, those
        have soot begins wallet.
Team and weans adult.



Ice Seed

Memory that correct angle, of teed and
   lust, the hammered cling where fullest reason,
the protein madness
     as a coolest riddle late morning.

   Whom possible sympathy arrive lighted.
The furmce empiricizes rhythm, a courted
style from bargain.  Reason at
   priority—cozy damp—
     the heroine.

Relates ocean at target itmer putter
   stunt program
          where those zero in fly and or crush
option, a feasance yoga model.
   Three operation style
next to each time an ocean cut, a dust
     remincled there’s more than were
had in hand, overshot.

Persuasion didn’t accompany, grits that
verify collect that in poster hungry
     track road that soaped in island,
   are which yearn—teeth on hoop
decency at a ratiger, one other day.



Let

What not in itself eruct monad whom
   oblique overt prefer largesse
          angel, easy forage
          all those at depend no palace
strategy, rumor uniform albatross.

Out dancing tooth by earth
   that chronograph, say you sporadic
          transited wartn incense tends
policy.  Thought about persons
   relinquish quota at when (have
land seat)
     bought hidden at bird, other
   more than of those, preclude
all choice teamster venues.

Disprove madness apprise of valence
seeks footage
   dendtrite, mood provides left nuclear spit.
     Delves way ahead stadium lenient
variable. Aging of emotion versatile
streak pardon radio text, massive
           written gentle oil cruise.
   Are you as hard track ovation
two by one?  That world remains at
scandal attention, sound
     aware woolen steam steep evade
this anymore fiery scrap.



Is True

A deed more iron at cling.  Each
   lantern human or travels, any ocean
     that score frorn any matter
chalice yin—yang open up ear.

Are at that school from hints to rewind
what newly previous or damaged
in transit.

Glistening from house that shape, gender
track is
     hungered pundit, trash to tell.
   Bait on hurdle, a street any last image
from contrary indices, back to chair
   and huddle before that sofa.

   Essent clipper on treated plastic,
a hunched onetime latency whose imperiled
   incubator research goes triplicate. Is
mention there that worsens,
          no harangue lip volunteers, that
intention welt on heart, light and dark
no moment whom use
   quota pillory.  Releases intention can’t
     operate nucleus of transit,
some world unsaid as yet.


